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Tease | Definition of Tease at Dictionary.com
verb (used with object), teased, teas·ing. to irritate or provoke with persistent petty distractions,
trifling jests, or other annoyances, often playfully: If your little sister is teasing you about your
boyfriend and following you around making kissy faces, it’s because she’s jealous and she
wants your attention.

TEASE - crossword answers, clues, definition, synonyms
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'TEASE' is a 5 letter word starting with T and ending with E Crossword clues for 'TEASE'
Synonyms, crossword answers and other related words for TEASE We hope that the following
list of synonyms for the word tease will help you to finish your crossword today.

Mercedes release W12 livery 'tease' | F1 News by PlanetF1
tease1 /ti z/ ●●○ verb 1 laugh [ intransitive, transitive] to laugh at someone and make jokes in
order to have fun by embarrassing them, either in a friendly way or in an unkind way Don’t get
upset. I was only teasing. He used to tease her mercilessly. tease somebody about something
She used to tease me about my hair.

TEASE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
phrasal verb If you tease out information or a solution, you succeed in obtaining it even though
this is difficult. They try to tease out the answers without appearing to ask.

Tease Crossword Clue, Crossword Solver | Wordplays.com
Synonyms & Antonyms of tease (Entry 1 of 2) 1 a person who causes repeated emotional
pain, distress, or annoyance to another she can be a very cruel tease when she happens upon
an unpopular girl who is easily hurt
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Bing: Tease
1. to irritate or provoke with petty taunts, playful mockery, pretended offers, persistent
requests, or other annoyances, often in sport. 2. to comb or card (wool or the like); shred. 3. to
ruffle (the hair) by holding at the ends and combing toward the scalp so as to give body to a
hairdo. 4. teasel.

Tease - definition of tease by The Free Dictionary
tease - WordReference English dictionary, questions, discussion and forums. All Free.

Tease | Definition of Tease by Merriam-Webster
Mercedes took to social media to give us a ‘tease’ for their upcoming challenger for the 2021
Formula 1 season, the W12. The Silver Arrows have dominated the V6 turbo-hybrid era in
Formula 1, and

TEASE, Lisbon - Merces - Restaurant Reviews, Photos
he stars of Spider-Man have teased fans with multiple titles for the upcoming third film as they
shared an early glimpse at the superhero movie. However, Zendaya, who plays MJ, shared a
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title card

tease | meaning of tease in Longman Dictionary of
To tease, or to "be a tease" in a sexual sense can refer to the use of posture, language or
other means of flirting to cause another person to become sexually aroused. Such teasing may
or may not be a prelude to intercourse, an ambiguity which can lead to uncomfortable
situations. In a more physical sense, it can also refer to sexual stimulation.

James Charles sends gaming world into a froth with Among
The Crossword Solver found 171 answers to the Tease crossword clue. The Crossword Solver
finds answers to American-style crosswords, British-style crosswords, general knowledge
crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles. Enter the answer length or the answer pattern to
get better results. Click the answer to find similar crossword clues.

Tease Synonyms, Tease Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Get ready Among Us fans, James Charles just teased one of the biggest lobbies to possibly
ever be seen in the popular multiplayer game, with a special stream featuring a few gaming
faves. Fans of
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Tease definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
Tease has certainly grown up over the years we've been visiting and the shop and staff are still
smiling and welcoming ! A nice menu with fresh salads, homemade soups, hummus and dont
forget the cupcakes and cakes. Lots to choose from with a big

Spider-Man stars tease fans with different titles for
Ant and Dec teased the star-studded line-up for Saturday Night Takeaway including Gary
Barlow, Olly Alexander, Jamie and Harry Redknapp

Teasing - Wikipedia
to intentionally annoy a person or animal by saying something that is not true or pretending to
do something, often in a playful way: [ T ] Don’t tease the dog by showing her the treat if you’re
not going to give it to her. [ I ] I was only teasing (= joking), I didn’t mean anything by it.

Tease Synonyms, Tease Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus
Another word for tease. Find more ways to say tease, along with related words, antonyms and
example phrases at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus.
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Tease out definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
Tease definition is - to make fun of : kid. How to use tease in a sentence. Synonym Discussion
of tease.

Tease
1. verb To tease someone means to laugh at them or make jokes about them in order to
embarrass, annoy, or upset them. He told her how the boys in East Poldown had set on him,
teasing him.
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